
About The Mewes Group 

-	Industry: Financial Services/Tax Consulting 


-	Number of Employees: 6


-	Monthly Mail Volume: 140 Certified Letters


-	Typical Documents Sent: Tax Returns & IRS Correspondence


-	Postal Services Used: Certified Mail 


The Challenge
The Mewes Group is a tax consulting company that works with clients across the United States and has an internationally 

distributed workforce, including employees both in the United States and abroad. Given the complexity of tax matters, 

The Mewes Group exchanges a lot of correspondence with their clients and the IRS, both electronically and through the 

mail. This generates mountains of paperwork, such as written letters and printed emails and attachments, that must then 

be sent through the mail to the IRS—often times via Certified Mail, since IRS communications require proof of delivery. 



The Mewes Group found themselves spending hours a week preparing and sending mail. Since much of their mail 

started as email attachments, they would have had to download those documents, convert them into PDFs, print them, 

stuff them into envelopes, and finally address them correctly. To top it all off, since these items needed to be sent by 

Certified Mail, an employee would have to drive to the Post Office, fill out a Green Card to receive proof of delivery and 

then wait in line to send their mail, wasting countless hours that could have been spent on more productive tasks



This heavily manual and antiquated process was not sustainable or scalable, and The Mewes Group needed to find 

something more efficient. 

The Mewes Group required a 

mail solution that could: 


Allow all their 

employees, 


especially those

 internationally, to send


 USPS mail 

Eliminate time and

 frustration of mail 


preparation and trips

 to the Post Office

Allow them to send

 Certified Mail Online

Enable them to 

easily track and 


check the status of 

their mail 

The Solution

The Mewes Group spent a few days researching alternative solutions online that would 

make their current mailing process less painful and time consuming. They evaluated 

other options that didn’t suit their needs before ultimately deciding to go with Switch. 


Switch was selected as the best fit for the 

following reasons:

The top notch, sleek user interface 

was easy to use and intuitive 

The ability to send both Certified 

Mail and First Class mail online 

quickly and easily

The Switch dashboard made it 

easy to track and check the status 

of mail sent 

It was quick and easy to set up and 

train employees

The speed of mail delivery and 

organized storage of delivery 

receipts enabled faster 

About Switch 
Switch is an online mailing solution that allows customers to send First Class and Certified Mail 

from their desktop or mobile device. Eliminate mail preparation and the cost of Postage supplies 

and start sending your mail online.

Visit us at switchmail.com 

Key Results
After starting to use Switch to send mail, The Mewes Group:

1. Saved 32 hours a month in mail preparation + mail sending

2. Reduced mail costs by 30% 

3. Spent more time with customers

4. Gained the ability to track + monitor their mail sending

"I'm a huge fan of Switch because it is the only solution I found that allows me and my staff to digitally send 

physical mail. I cannot imagine doing business any other way."


- Brad Mewes, CFO 

The Mewes Group: Eliminating Mail 
Preparation & Discovering A Way To 

Send Certified Mail Online 



www.switchmail.com

Once Switch was selected it took less than 20 minutes for The Mewes Group to set up and empower their 

employees worldwide to send mail online. Clients are happy because their matters get handled more quickly and 

The Mewes group is benefitting from freed up time and less money spent on mailing and supplies.



